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Abstract
Language is a uniquely human ability, and failure to attain this ability can have a life-long impact on the affected individuals.
This is particularly true for individuals with specific language impairment (SLI), which is defined as an impairment in
normal language development in the absence of any other developmental disability. Although SLI displays high heritability,
family-based linkage studies have been hampered by an unclear mode of Mendelian segregation, variable disease
penetrance, and heterogeneity of diagnostic criteria. We performed genome-wide parametric linkage analysis and
homozygosity mapping in 14 consanguineous families from Pakistan segregating SLI. Linkage analysis revealed a
multipoint LOD score of 4.18 at chromosome 2q in family PKSLI05 under a recessive mode of inheritance. A second
linkage score of 3.85 was observed in family PKSLI12 at a non-overlapping locus on chromosome 2q. Two other suggestive
linkage loci were found in family PKSLI05 on 14q and 22q with LOD scores of 2.37 and 2.23, respectively, that were also
identified in homozygosity mapping. Reduction to homozygosity was observed on chromosomes 2q, 5p, 8q, 14q, 17q, and
22q. Each homozygosity region occurred in multiple PKSLI families. We report new SLI loci on chromosomes 2 and 8 and
confirm suggestive SLI linkage loci on chromosomes 5, 14, 17, and 22 reported previously in the population of Robinson
Crusoe Island. These findings indicate that linkage and homozygosity mapping in consanguineous families can improve
genetic analyses in SLI and suggest the involvement of additional genes in the causation of this disorder.

Introduction

Specific language impairment (SLI) is defined as a delay in
the mastery of language despite normal intelligence and no
other developmental or hearing problems (NIDCD, 2018).
SLI is common in children, with a prevalence of 7% in the
United States [1]. Affected individuals often have life-long

issues with academics and in relationships with peers, and
are reportedly prone to other behavioral and social diffi-
culties [2]. The language abilities of individuals with SLI
are assessed through multiple measures of both expressive
and receptive language, grammar, vocabulary, and reading
[3]. Psychometrically robust tests are not available for all
languages. Of interest here is a widely used measure of
vocabulary comprehension that requires pointing to pic-
tures, with a large research literature on English-speaking
children. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) is
available in the fourth edition (PPVT-4) [4] with scores
benchmarked to age expectations. Children with SLI are
reported to score lower than unaffected children on the
PPVT in longitudinal data from 2 to 18 years of age [5].

Twin and family aggregation studies show that genetic
factors contribute to SLI [6–8]. Two independent family
aggregation studies reported higher recurrence rate of SLI
in proband’s families compared with control families
[1, 9, 10]. A longitudinal study of language and speech in
twins generated heritability estimates ranging from 0.44 to
0.92 at 6 years of age across multiple assessments [11]. This
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study reported heritability of 0.54 for the PPVT-3 for
6-year-old twins. Segregation studies are not well estab-
lished in SLI but pedigree analysis has shown that SLI tends
to follow complex, rather than simple Mendelian inheri-
tance patterns [8, 12].

Linkage refers to the co-inheritance of alleles at loci that
are close together and transmitted together in a family as a
unit. Linkage studies are used to identify the trait loci that
co-segregate with the specific genomic regions within
families using polymorphic markers with known chromo-
somal positions. LOD scores (Logarithm of odds) are used
to quantify linkage that allows an estimate of recombination
frequency between a marker locus and the disease locus.
High values of LOD scores favor the linkage hypothesis. A
LOD score of 3 or more is taken as statistically significant
evidence of linkage for Mendelian traits, while a LOD score
of 1.5 or higher considered to be suggestive [13]. A LOD
score of −2 or less is considered a significant evidence
against linkage [13]. Pedigree-based parametric linkage
analysis has historically been a powerful method for map-
ping genetic variants of large effect even with an incomplete
disease penetrance and an undefined mode of inheritance
[14]. Such an approach has proven successful in mapping
genetic loci in complex genetic disorders [15, 16]. Family-
based linkage studies have mapped SLI susceptibility loci
on chromosome 16q24, chromosome 19q13 [17], chromo-
some 13q21 [18], and on chromosome 7q35–36 [19]. The
linkage on chromosome 13q21 was replicated in US and
Canadian SLI samples. However, this chromosomal region
is shared with a locus associated with the autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) phenotype [20]. Similarly, a founder
population inhabiting Robinson Crusoe Island (RCI), off
the coast of Chile, was utilized for genome-wide linkage
analysis and homozygosity mapping [21]. Linkage analysis
of the RCI families resulted in five regions with significant
LOD scores, including chromosomes 6q, 7q, 12, 13, and 17
[21]. These studies have used model-based and family-
based linkage analyses and obtained strong linkage loci.
Another family-based genome-wide association study
revealed a significant maternal parent of origin effect on
chromosome 14q12 and suggestive paternal parent of origin
effect on chromosome 5p13 [22]. This study emphasizes the
parent of origin effects in SLI families.

Homozygosity mapping is a method that has the poten-
tial to identify regions of homozygosity present in the
genome of individuals with recessive disorders. Regions of
homozygosity in the genome of such individuals denote
inheritance of DNA segments from an ancestor common to
both parents to their descendants [23]. While this method
has been highly successful in mapping disease genes for
simple Mendelian recessive disorders in consanguineous
families [24], it has also been effectively used for complex
Mendelian disorders like SLI [21]. Family-based

homozygosity mapping has been less widely used in com-
plex Mendelian disorders. However, population-based
genome-wide homozygosity association mapping has been
successfully used in several complex genetic disorders
including Schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and late-onset
Alzheimer’s disease [25–27]. In the study reported here, we
performed family-based homozygosity mapping and para-
metric linkage analysis in consanguineous SLI families
from Pakistan. The high rate of consanguinity in Pakistan
favors the appearance of genetic disorders that have a
recessive mode of inheritance, as observed in several
genetic disorders, including hereditary deafness, intellectual
disability (ID), and stuttering [24, 28, 29]. The primary goal
of this project was to identify loci linked with SLI using
extended consanguineous families. We enrolled families
with multiple cases of SLI from Pakistan and used para-
metric linkage analysis and family-based homozygosity
mapping to both confirm previous SLI loci and identify
multiple novel SLI loci.

Methods

Identification of SLI families and phenotype
assignment

Families were identified through public schools in Punjab,
Pakistan. The study was approved by the University of
Kansas Institutional Review Board (IRB #8223). To iden-
tify children with language impairment, we sent a brief
introductory letter to school teachers, which included
information to identify individuals with SLI from schools.
The family history questionnaire developed by Rice and
colleagues was used to prepare this Performa (information
to identify individuals with SLI) for school teachers in
Pakistan [30]. The statements were intended to help tea-
chers identify children who might have differences in lan-
guage abilities compared with their peers. The intent is
teachers serve as a first-step in screening a clinically defined
sample of children to be identified as probands for the
subsequent family recruitment. Teachers were instructed not
to include children with known developmental disabilities
or overt signs of hearing impairment or neurological dis-
orders. Direct behavioral assessments were conducted by
trained researchers based in Pakistan. Follow-up assess-
ments included interviews with the parents, a family history
questionnaire (PhenX protocol #200401) and a version of
the PPVT-4 developed for this study [30]. The PPVT-4 is a
receptive vocabulary assessment in which the examiner
provides a word orally and the participant chooses
the picture that best describes the word from a grid of four
pictures [4]. Individuals with speech deficits can complete
the PPVT-4 because no spoken language is required and the
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format is also suitable for persons who might be shy in the
assessment setting. No version of the PPVT is available
locally in Urdu, a native primary language of Pakistan. For
the purpose of phenotyping in this study, the PPVT-4 test
items were translated into Urdu for a U-PPVT-4 (Urdu),
with the same number of items, sequence of presentation,
and ways of obtaining a beginning and ending point for the
test. The translated version of words for the test was vetted
with the local research team and confirmed by local
speakers. In order to obtain external standards for inter-
pretation of the test scores we used the standard scores for
the English-speaking population, allowing for estimates of
performance relative to age, where a standard score of 100
is the mean, 15 is a standard deviation, and a standard score
of 85 has been defined as affected in previous studies of
children with SLI [5]. To date, we have collected data
on a total of 116 local Urdu-speaking individuals ages
2.5−18 years on the U-PPVT-4 and parental report of a
history of late talking which is a known antecedent of SLI.
We evaluated the psychometric properties of U-PPVT-4 by
examining the distribution within this clinically ascertained
sample, comparing caregiver reports of being slow to talk to
U-PPVT-4 outcomes, and examining the correlation of
U-PPVT-4 and slow to talk. The scores of the clinically
referred sample were normatively distributed, with a mean
of 70.12 and a standard deviation of 22.33. As demonstrated
in other family-based studies of clinically ascertained pro-
bands [5], this clinically ascertained sample distribution is
shifted downward. For the purpose of our study we selected
a standard score of 80 as a definition of “affected” because
that value is a break in the distribution at the upper end. We
adjusted further for females given their reduced literacy rate
compared with males [31]. Correlation was calculated for a
positive parental report of a child as slow to talk and the
child’s classification as affected on the U-PPVT-4, r=
0.374, p= 0.000. The “slow to talk” caregiver screener item
correctly identified 37% of the children defined as affected
on U-PPVT-4. Although the psychometric properties of
U-PPVT-4 are not as robust as the English version, the
preliminary indications of reliability and validity are
encouraging and offer an opportunity for measuring indi-
vidual differences in a phenotype within family pedigrees
for a study of possible genetic differences. We note that any
errors in identification of truly affected individuals would
work against detection of genetic associations.

A total of 157 individuals from 14 families were included
in the study, and the DNA was available from 156 of these.
The U-PPVT-4 standard score was obtained from 96 indi-
viduals, of which 62 were assigned as affected and 34 were
unaffected (data not shown). The family history ques-
tionnaire was used as described previously [30]. The
questionnaire asked parents to answer yes/no questions
about difficulties in learning to read, enjoyment of reading,

spelling, and general storytelling behaviors of all family
members. Extended family members were assessed with the
U-PPVT-4 and their saliva samples collected using Oragene
DNA 500 kits (Fig. 1).

DNA purification and whole-genome SNP
genotyping

Saliva samples were collected from participants at the time
of behavioral assessment, using the Oragene-Discover OGR-
500 Kit from DNA Genotek (Oragene). DNA was extracted
following the protocol provided by the manufacturer
(https://www.dnagenotek.com/us/products/collection-huma
n/oragene-discover/500-series/OGR-500.html). DNA sam-
ples from 156 individuals were genotyped using the Illumina
Infinum QC Array-24, containing 15,949 SNPs by the Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine, Genetic Resources
Core Facility. The SNPs are distributed evenly throughout
the genome. On the autosomal chromosomes, there are
11,994 SNPs and the rest are distributed to the sex chro-
mosomes and the mitochondrial chromosome. The SNP
genotype data of two DNA samples was excluded from the
analysis due to a high rate of Mendelian inconsistency
(parent–child and parent–parent–child error). The genotype
call rate was 99.96% when the data of two individuals of
inconsistent relationship was removed. The quality of gen-
otype calls was consistent with the call rate of 6 CEPH
samples used as positive controls. A total of 11,925 SNPs
were used for linkage analysis as well as for homozygosity
mapping. There were 49 additional SNPs excluded from the
analysis due to low intensity of heterozygote SNPs.

Linkage analysis

Genome-wide parametric linkage analysis (single-point and
multipoint) was done using SUPERLINK ONLINE SNP
1.1 (http://cbl-hapw.cs.technion.ac.il/superlink-snp/) [32].
Additional quality control on the data was performed during
the linkage analysis. For example, inheritance incon-
sistencies at the pedigree level and homozygosity SNPs
with low informativity were checked during linkage ana-
lysis. We did not observe a consistent Mendelian inheri-
tance pattern in our PKSLI families. However, the
transmission of SLI more frequently followed an autosomal
recessive inheritance model, as expected in consanguineous
families. Linkage analysis was performed on all families
under the recessive mode of inheritance with variable dis-
ease penetrance as described below. Large extended
families, PKSLI05 and PKSLI30 were divided into bran-
ches, a–d and a–e, respectively. Branches of extended large
SLI families were analyzed individually as well as in
combination, assuming genetic heterogeneity within famil-
ies as previously described [15]. Traditional LOD score
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calculations under defined modes of inheritance provide
more power to test linkage in complex genetic disorders.
Statistical linkage significance testing was done using
multiple penetrance functions previously reported in com-
plex disorders [15, 33, 34]. These studies proposed that the
LOD score threshold of genome-wide significance should

be increased by 0.3 (=log102) for each additional disease
penetrance function tested. Affection status was categori-
cally assigned in all the PKSLI families based on the
U-PPVT-4 adjusted standard scores (Fig. 1). Under reces-
sive inheritance, variable disease penetrance (0.99, 0.80,
0.70) was set for individuals with two copies of the
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Fig. 1 Pedigrees of Pakistani specific language impairment (PKSLI)
families. Large families are divided into branches as labeled in
brackets. PKSLI 05: Branch-a includes individuals 05028, 05029,
05001, 05032, 05006, 05007, 05008, 05009, 05010. Branch-b includes
individuals 05002, 05003, 05004, 05005. Branch-c includes indivi-
duals 05030, 05031, 05023, 05024, 05025, 05026, 05011, 05012,
05013, 05014, 05015, 05016. Branch-d includes individuals 05030,
05031, 05025, 05026, 05027, 05033, 05017, 05018, 05019, 05020,
05021, 05022, 05034, 05035. PKSLI 30: Branch-a includes

individuals 300031, 300032, 300033, 300034, 300037, 300038,
300001, 300002, 300007, 300003, 300004, 300005, 300006. Branch-b
includes individuals 300014, 300015, 300016, 300017, 300018,
300019, 300020, 300021. Branch-c includes individuals 300008,
300009, 300010, 300011, 300012, 300013. Branch-d includes indi-
viduals 300027, 300030, 300028, 300029, 300043, 300044, 300045.
Branch-e includes individuals 300022, 300023, 300024, 300025,
300026
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susceptibility alleles. The LOD scores are reported assum-
ing a disease allele frequency of 0.001 and affection status
on the U-PPVT-4. The LOD scores were calculated at the
recombination fraction θ= 0. The adjusted threshold of
significance and suggestive linkage may be increased to 3.9
and 2.4, respectively, if we add 0.3 to each additional
penetrance test.

Homozygosity mapping

Homozygosity mapping was performed using Homo-
zygosityMapper (http://www.homozygositymapper.org/),
which calculates the length of homozygous blocks across
SNP markers [35]. We performed this analysis in each
family independently. Allele frequency was set to zero and
the option of genetic homogeneity was selected, with the
aim of identifying homozygous regions shared in affected
individuals. The homozygous stretches were excluded if the
block length was longer than 20 markers in controls [35].
Runs of homozygosity <4Mb are reportedly common in
outbred populations [23]. Therefore, we initially selected
regions of homozygosity >4Mb in all PKSLI families,
which were later tested in other PKSLI families for shared
homozygosity regions (HRs). The HRs over 4Mb and those
identified in 2 or more affected individuals were subse-
quently investigated in other PKSLI families. There were
two goals of doing this: (1) the regions of homozygosity
were not considered significant if found in 2 or more
unaffected individuals among all 14 families analyzed, (2)
identification of other PKSLI families in which 2 or more
affected individuals share the same HR.

The linkage loci and homozygosity regions were sub-
mitted to the LOVD database https://databases.lovd.nl/sha
red/individuals (Individual IDs: 206608, 222897, 223937,
224970–224974, 226087, 226089–226091).

Results

Most PKSLI families failed to generate pairwise LOD
scores >1 (data not shown) during linkage analysis. Two
families, PKSLI05 and PKSLI12 (Fig. 1) generated pair-
wise LOD scores over 2 on chromosomes 2q33 and 2q37,
respectively (Tables 1 and 2). The highest LOD score of 3.2
was obtained on chromosome 2q33.3 in PKSLI05 branch-d.
There were two other chromosomal regions (14q22 and
22q13) identified in PKSLI05 branch-d that showed a
maximum LOD score of 1.77 under an autosomal recessive
inheritance model (Table 1). Linkage was not detected in
other branches of PKSLI05 and PKSLI30. Additive linkage
analysis was also performed, including all PKSLI families
and across all branches of PKSLI05 (Supplementary
Figs. 2 & 3). Under the additive analysis of PKSLI families, Ta
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there were multiple loci including chromosomes 2 and 22
where markers showed the highest LOD scores above 3.
However, multiple markers on several chromosomes
showed higher LOD scores (> 2) that indicates background
noise and confounding results. The additive linkage analysis
across the branches of PKSLI05 identified the highest LOD
scores at chromosome 2q33 under the recessive inheritance
model. The highest additive LOD score at chromosome
2q33 shows PKSLI 05 branch-d contributes most sig-
nificantly when the analysis was done on each
branch independently.

We identified six HRs in 10 PKSLI families during
homozygosity mapping. Each HR was shared among mul-
tiple PKSLI families except chromosome 17q (Table 1,
Figs. 2 and 3). Two HRs were found in the mapped linkage
regions on chromosomes 14q22 and 22q13.

Chromosome 2q

There were two linkage loci identified on chromosome 2q,
one found in family PKSLI05 branch-d and the other in
family PKSLI12 (Table 1). Two loci mapped on chromo-
some 2q were ~14.2 Mb apart. Both loci are separated by a
region of negative LOD scores, showing they are two
independent loci. Markers that showed the highest LOD
score at 2q33.3-q35 in PKSLI branch-d were rs731953 and
rs1554622. The LOD score decreased to 3.27 when ana-
lyzed at a reduced disease penetrance of 0.70 (Table 2). The

Table 2 Pairwise LOD scores at
multiple markers in 2q33.3-2q35
in full PKSLI05 and branch-d
under autosomal recessive
inheritance model

Chr. SNP ID hg19
position
(Mb)

LOD score
PKSLI05—
branch-d—
complete
penetrance

LOD score
PKSLI05 —

branch-d—reduced
penetrance (0.7)

LOD score
PKSLI05 full
—complete
penetrance

LOD score
PKSLI05 full
reduced
penetrance (0.7)

2 rs717973 207.97 −1.8147 −1.8186 −4.5245 −4.5245

2 rs1446596 210.29 1.803 1.7952 1.8599 1.8521

2 rs10208979 210.34 1.803 1.7952 1.3911 1.3834

2 rs731953 210.68 3.2821 3.2743 −3.0983 −3.106

2 rs1396828 211.05 1.803 1.7952 0.6506 0.6429

2 rs4356603 211.51 −0.3228 −0.3268 0.1054 0.1054

2 rs714393 212.70 1.7768 1.7768 −1.8314 −1.8314

2 rs2054615 213.48 1.803 1.7952 2.4883 –

2 rs13420690 215.24 −0.3689 −0.3585 −0.8236 −0.8306

2 rs2229571 215.65 −1.8147 −1.8186 −0.0809 −0.0809

2 rs1880586 216.20 1.803 1.7952 2.0291 2.0212

2 rs921970 219.21 1.803 1.7952 1.633 1.6252

2 rs9076 219.21 1.803 1.7952 1.5919 1.5842

2 rs585185 219.46 1.7768 1.7768 −2.2111 −2.2111

2 rs1554622 219.61 3.2821 3.2743 −0.1944 −0.2022

2 rs1109867 220.08 −1.8147 −1.8186 −2.192 −2.192

hg19 = Human Genome Assembly 19 (Feb. 2009), Mb = Megabases
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Fig. 2 Homozygosity and linkage regions identified in PKSLI05 on
chromosomes 14q and 22q, which also showed evidence of convergent
homozygosity in additional families. Vertical bars, designate homo-
zygosity regions with their size in million base pairs (Mb). The solid
rectangles indicate the regions showing linkage in PKSLI05. SNP
markers show the boundaries of homozygosity and linkage regions
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LOD scores decreased significantly at most of the markers
when the linkage analysis was performed in the full pedi-
gree. The LOD scores went down to negative values on
most of the markers in this locus when linkage analysis was
performed in the other branches of family PKSLI05. Mul-
tipoint analysis of branch-d under a recessive mode of
inheritance with complete disease penetrance resulted in a
substantial increase in the LOD score at this locus, to 4.18.

The second linkage region on chromosome 2q,
at 2q37.1-q37.2 (2.2 Mb), was identified in family
PKSLI12. A maximum pairwise LOD score of 3.05 was
obtained at rs1469375 under recessive inheritance with
complete disease penetrance, and most of the markers in the
vicinity showed a LOD score over 1. The LOD scores
decreased when the analysis was performed under reduced
disease penetrance. In multipoint analysis, a LOD score of
3.85 was identified at this locus in family PKSLI12 under
recessive mode of inheritance with complete disease
penetrance.

Homozygosity data mapping identified a 21.4 Mb
homozygous region (HR) on chromosomes 2q13-q21.2
(rs729386 to rs2872920) in family PKSLI27 (Fig. 3). Four
affected individuals (27002, 27003, 27004, and 27005) and
one unaffected individual (27014) of PKSLI27 shared the
HR on chromosome 2q (Table 3). A section (7.4 Mb) of the
same HR was identified in two affected individuals (24002
and 24003) of family PKSLI24 (Fig. 3 and Table 3). This

region was not found to be homozygous in individuals of
other PKSLI families.

Chromosome 14q

We identified suggestive linkage with a maximum LOD
score of 1.77 on chromosomes 14q22.3-q24.3 (rs1952883-
rs12717560) in family PKSLI05 branch-d, under a recessive
mode of inheritance with complete penetrance (Table 1).
Multipoint linkage analysis at this locus in branch-d resulted
higher LOD score of 2.37 under the same parameters
(Table 1).

Homozygosity mapping produced additional support for
this region where we identified a 66.6 Mb HR on chromo-
some 14 (14q12-q32.2) in family PKSLI05 branch-d. All U-
PPVT-4 affected individuals in branch-d shared most of this
HR except for individuals 05034 and 05035. The linkage
region on chromosome 14q identified in branch-d overlaps
with this HR as shown in Fig. 2. Upon investigating this HR
of 66.6 Mb in other PKSLI families (as described in
Methods), we found a 6.2 Mb shared homozygous region
(rs229670 to rs987579) in two U-PPVT-4 affected (17003
and 17004) and one U-PPVT-4 unknown individual
(17001) in family PKSLI17 (Fig. 2 and Table 3). The HR in
PKSLI17 is also shared with the linkage region on chro-
mosome 14q; however, this family was too small to gen-
erate significant linkage evidence.
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Fig. 3 Homozygous regions in PKSLI families identified on chro-
mosomes 2, 5, 8, and 17. SNP IDs represent boundaries of the
homozygous region in each family. Vertical lines show the

corresponsding homozygosity regions (HR), underneath each verticle
line the size of each region is mentioned in Mb. Mb (Megabases), Chr
(chromosome), PKSLI (Paksitani SLI family)
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Chromosome 22q

Pairwise linkage analysis in family PKSLI05 branch-d
identified a suggestive linkage on chromosomes
22q13.31-q13.32 (rs2017931 to rs7410750) with a LOD
score of 1.77 under the recessive inheritance model with
complete disease penetrance. Using multipoint analysis,
the LOD score at this locus increased to 2.23 under the
recessive mode of inheritance with complete disease
penetrance (Table 1).

Homozygosity mapping identified an HR of 10.1 Mb on
chromosomes 22q12.3-q13.32 (rs760482 to rs1474834) in
family PKSLI05 (affected individuals 05008, 05009,
05016, 05019, 05020, 05021, 05022, and 05034) (Fig. 2
and Table 3). The linkage region of 1.66Mb (22q13.31-
q13.32) overlaps with the HR in PKSLI05. Upon investi-
gating the HR in other families, two affected individuals
(01002 and 01005) in family PKSLI01 shared the HR of
2.2 Mb (rs139062 to rs9623659) to the 10.1 Mb region on
chromosome 22q. Three affected individuals (12003,
12004, and 12005) in family PKSLI12 shared an HR of 1.2
Mb (rs9623659 to rs929090) and three affected individuals
(27003, 27004, and 27005) in PKSLI27 shared an HR of
11.5 Mb (rs5999196 to rs3213560) to the 10.1 Mb region
on chromosome 22q (Fig. 2 and Table 3). The HR shared by
these individuals was not found in individuals of other
PKSLI families.

Chromosome 5p

Linkage was not identified on chromosome 5p. Homo-
zygosity data mapping identified an HR of 4.9 Mb
(rs1549627 to rs1692008) mapped on chromosomes
5p13.1-p13.2 in family PKSLI09. This HR was shared
among affected individuals, 9003, 9004 and an unaffected
individual 9005 (female) (Table 3). Upon investigating this
HR in other PKSLI families, we identified a shared HR of
2.7 Mb (rs930072 to rs3812039) in four affected individuals
and an unaffected individual of family PKSLI011 (Table 3).
Two affected individuals from family PKSLI17 shared the
HR of 5.3 Mb (rs6451268-rs 476569) on chromosome 5p
(Fig. 3 and Table 3). This HR was not present in individuals
of other PKSLI families.

Chromosome 8q

Linkage analysis did not reveal linkage on chromosome 8q
in PKSLI families. Homozygosity mapping identified a
region of 12.6 Mb (rs10105219 to rs3133745) on chromo-
somes 8q21.13-q22.1 in four U-PPVT-4 affected indivi-
duals of family PKSLI30 (Fig. 3 and Table 3). Upon further
investigation in other PKSLI families, we identified a
shared HR of 14.1 Mb (rs12549368 to rs7828796) on
chromosome 8q in three affected individuals of family
PKSLI10. The extended but shared HR of 23.6 Mb

Table 3 Summary of homozygosity regions in PKSLI families

Chromosome Human Genome Assembly 19 (Feb.
2009) - Chromosomal coordinates
and size

Family Total number of individuals Number of individuals
homozygous

PPVT
Affected

PPVT Unaffected/
unknown

PPVT
Affected

PPVT Unaffected/
unknown

2 111,705,738-133,160,621 (21.4 Mb) PKSLI27 6 7 4 1

2 121,737,198-129,153,304 (7.4 Mb) PKSLI24 3 7 2 0

14 32,636,261-99,254,712 (66.6 Mb) PKSLI05 branch-
d

6 2 4 0

14 65,283,501-71,513,480 (6.2Mb) PKSLI17 3 2 2 0

22 39,178,701-49,324,829 (10.1 Mb) PKSLI05 branch
(a+ c+ d)

15 5 8 0

22 40,881,793-43,088,971 (2.2Mb) PKSLI01 2 3 2 0

22 43,088,971-44,313,849 (1.2Mb) PKSLI12 5 5 3 0

22 34,469,292-46,022,339 (11.5 Mb) PKSLI27 6 7 3 0

5 36,676,161-41,585,557 (4.9Mb) PKSLI09 2 3 2 1

5 36,666,071-39,426,327 (2.7Mb) PKSLI11 5 6 4 1

5 36,255,364-39,342,308 (3.0Mb) PKSLI17 3 2 2 0

8 83,857,175-96,534,806 (12.6 Mb) PKSLI30 branch
(d+ e)

4 7 4 1

8 77,844,519-101,472,165 (23.6 Mb) PKSLI27 6 7 2 0

8 84,280,532-98,451,430 (14.1 Mb) PKSLI10 5 6 3 0

17 71,774,648-80,280,865 (8.5Mb) PKSLI24 3 7 2 1
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(rs2022922 to rs1483813) on chromosome 8q was identi-
fied in two affected individuals of family PKSLI27 (Fig. 3
and Table 3). This HR was not observed in individuals of
other PKSLI families.

Chromosome 17q

Linkage analysis did not reveal linkage to chromosome 17q.
Homozygosity mapping identified an HR of 8.5 Mb
(rs9896656 to rs11077986) on chromosomes 17q25.1-q25.3
in two U-PPVT-4 affected individuals of PKSLI24. This
region was also identified in one U-PPVT-4 unaffected
individual in this family (Fig. 3 and Table 3). This HR was
not observed in other PKSLI families.

Discussion

Although twin studies have shown a high heritability for
SLI, genetic studies are difficult due to a lack of Mendelian
transmission in families, presumptive variable disease
penetrance, availability of large extended families, and
characterization of SLI phenotype. Studies in con-
sanguineous families identified stuttering and SLI loci
previously [21, 36, 37]. A stuttering locus on chromosome
12 led to identification of a causative gene for stuttering and
subsequent sequencing of two functionally related genes in
the lysosomal targeting pathway identified mutations in
stuttering population that were found among 16% of stut-
tering cases [38, 39]. Similarly, variants in NFXL1 were
identified using a large consanguineous SLI family from
RCI [12]. Our study differs from previous genetic studies of
SLI in that we targeted consanguineous families from
Pakistan, which has a very high rate of consanguinity. For
phenotyping, as a screener we used teacher judgments of
children with low language (relative to their peers),
instructing them to identify children without other devel-
opmental neurological disorders. For the U-PPVT-4, the
distribution and variation in the standard scores in our
Urdu-speaking sample population is similar to that of the
English-speaking population. The shifted distribution due to
lower performance compared to age-matched peers is also
similar to family-based SLI-proband-ascertained samples in
English-speaking children. The family history questionnaire
also asked parents to indicate if their child was a late talker,
which can be indicative of later language ability though it
is not perfectly correlated with SLI diagnosis. [40]. In
population-ascertained samples, 20% of those who showed
late language emergence at 24 months show general lan-
guage ability deficits on standardized language measures at
7-years-old [40]. In our sample, the correlation between late
talker status and affected status on the U-PPVT-4 was sta-
tistically significant. Further, 37% of the probands were

identified as late talkers, adding to the likelihood that the
probands are perceived as less language proficient than
unaffected children. Therefore, despite the lack of a stan-
dardized language measure in Urdu, the phenotype criteria
distinguished between affected and unaffected individuals
in the Pakistani population. A study of controls, or unaf-
fected children, is in progress with the purpose of devel-
oping age estimates for adjusted U-PPVT-4 scores in the
Pakistani population for research purposes.

The results of our study in consanguineous SLI families
are consistent with previous genetic loci associated with
SLI. There are four SLI loci (5p, 14q, 17q, and 22q)
identified previously in the RCI population that we repli-
cated in our PKSLI families. A maximum linkage score of
1–1.15 was achieved previously at 5p, 14q, and 22q under
parametric linkage analysis. We achieved these regions with
homozygosity mapping except in chromosome 14q where
multipoint linkage of 2.37 was obtained as well. The locus
on chromosome 17q was reported previously with a sig-
nificant p-value under non-parametric linkage analysis. We
did not identify linkage at 17q but found a HR that overlaps
with the previously identified linkage region in the Chilean
family. Our analysis identified SLI regions that were pre-
viously reported for the same phenotype, which may sug-
gest the involvement of shared genes or gene pathways
responsible of language impairment (Tables 1 and 3) [21].
Chromosomal loci, 14q and 22q are our potential candi-
dates, as they are identified through linkage mapping as
well as through homozygosity mapping. Other chromoso-
mal loci, 5p and 17q are our suggestive loci as they are
obtained through homozygosity mapping, though no link-
age was observed in these loci. In the UK SLI families,
chromosome 5p was reported as maternal parent-of-origin
effects, while it was identified in the Chilean SLI family as a
suggestive locus [21, 22]. These results suggest intrafamilial
heterogeneity in our large PKSLI families, even with high
rates of consanguinity. Our data suggest that multiple genes
are implicated in familial SLI.

Linkage analysis was done in Canadian SLI families
under autosomal dominant and recessive modes of inheri-
tance with variable disease penetrance. A significant evi-
dence of linkage was observed at 13q21 with reading
impairment (RI) in Canadian SLI families. Two other loci,
2p22 and 17q23, produced suggestive linkage with lan-
guage impairment (LI) and RI, respectively [18]. Our
linkage loci reported on 2q33 and 2q37 do not overlap with
the previously identified locus on chromosome 2p. The lack
of overlap could be due to the use of different phenotype
measures or these regions are simply two independent SLI
loci, 2p22 with a stronger link to RI [18] and the 2q33 and
2q37 segregating with LI. Another study identified a 4 kb
deletion in 2q36.3 that deleted a coding exon of TM4SF20
in several South Asian families segregating early language
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delay [41]. We did not find linkage or homozygosity of this
region in our SLI families. However, the TM4SF20 locus is
located adjacent to the linkage locus we report on 2q
(Table 1). This suggests additional studies may be helpful to
refine these regions to chromosome 2q.

We obtained an evidence of linkage to chromosomes
2q33, 14q22, and 22q13 in PKSLI05 branch-d. The stron-
gest linkage with a multipoint LOD score of 4.18 was
identified at chromosome 2q33 but this LOD score was not
obtained with the additive analysis of the whole family. In
order to understand why the LOD scores increased in
branch-d compared with the full PKSLI05 family, haplo-
types were built on chromosome 2q33 (Supplementary
Fig. 1). We used MERLIN to build haplotypes in all
branches of this family and drew them in the pedigree using
Haplopainter. The haplotypes were later analyzed and
drawn manually in the full pedigree of PKSLI05 using
Adobe Illustrator (Supplementary Fig. 1). Two haplotypes,
red and dark blue are consistently present in all affected
individuals of branch-d. It is obvious that both haplotypes
are ancestrally inherited without any cross over events. It is
likely that these haplotypes are inherited from ancestors
05026 and 05033, in which these haplotypes are inferred.
The relationship of these individuals is unknown as drawn
in PKSLI05 and the haplotypes ruled out the possibility of
common ancestors of 05026 and 05033. Both haplotypes
(red and dark blue) are not seen in other branches of
PKSLI05. Distribution of the red haplotype in branch-d
might be a fair explanation of the higher LOD score in this
branch of the family.

There are several genes identified to each linkage region
(Supplementary Tables 1–4). There were over 100 genes
located on chromosome 2q linkage region (Supplementary
Table 1). Two genes, MAP2 and CREB1 in this region-
might be of interest to SLI. MAP2 (microtubule-associated
protein 2) plays a role in dendrite development in
the developing brain [42]. A deletion of a region at 2q34
was reported in a 14-year old with ASD and symptoms
of Rett syndrome [42]. Though these disorders differ
significantly from SLI, MAP2 could be an interesting can-
didate for SLI based on its involvement in dendritic
development. The cAMP (cyclic adenosine monopho-
sphate) pathway is involved in long-term memory forma-
tion [43]. There have been many reports of memory abilities
in children with SLI. The SLI Consortium reported the first
linkage analysis of SLI using the non-word repetition task,
which measures a working memory, as one of the pheno-
type measures [17, 44]. CREB1 regulates the transcription
of multiple genes, including BDNF [45]. BDNF, located
on chromosome 11, encodes brain-derived neurotrophic
factor.

The linkage score on chromosome 14q caught our
attention because the same region was found to be

homozygous in the majority of affected individuals of
branch-d. We identified several candidate genes based on
their role in the process of intracellular trafficking. Some of
them, among others, include ACOT4, ACOT2, and AP5M1.
Acyl-CoA thioesterases (ACOT4 and ACOT2) play an
important role in maintaining the intracellular ratio between
the activated form of free fatty acids and acyl-CoAs.
Imbalance of the ratio of these molecules has serious con-
sequence in the onset of chronic diseases, like diabetes and
obesity, but this may also influence the signaling pathways
in neurons [46]. The encoded protein of AP5M1 is the mu-1
subunit of the adaptor protein complex 5, which is of
interest because stuttering mutations were reported in the
AP4E1, another member of the AP family [47]. Adaptor
proteins are involved in the sorting of selective transport of
transmembrane proteins in the intracellular compartments.
AP5 is one of the recently discovered adaptor protein
complexes. Mutations in the AP5 subunits cause a form of
complicated hereditary paraplegia with intellectual dis-
ability and a thin corpus collosum [48]. The homozygosity
region on chromosome 22q was mapped from 1.2 to 11.5
Mb (rs5999196 to rs1474834) in PKSLI05, PKSLI01,
PKSLI12, and PKSLI27. There are six genes located in this
linkage region, five of which are associated with noncoding
RNA or microRNA (LINC01644, LINC00898, LOC84930,
LOC284933, MIR3201) (LINC refers to long intergenic
noncoding RNA). Analysis of 3′UTRs in NGS data from a
study of SLI identified a variant within a microRNA bind-
ing site associated with SLI [49]. This small region clus-
tered with genes related to noncoding RNA could be a
candidate for future investigation. FAM19A5 is another
gene in this region, which is part of the TAFA family of
proteins. TAFA proteins express exclusively in all parts of
the brain [50]. TAFA genes are hypothesized to play a role
in more biological response mechanisms, such as immune
response, regulation of immune and nervous cells and
including brain injury response, such as axonal growth and
guidance [50]. However, with such high expression,
exclusive to the brain, within this small region surrounded
by genes related to noncoding RNA, this could also be a
candidate for future investigation.

Our study focused on the parametric linkage analysis and
homozygosity mapping in large, consanguineous SLI
families. We found candidate SLI loci that replicated across
multiple PKSLI families from this sample. Some SLI
families showed more than one linkage and multiple regions
of homozygosity, suggesting a polygenic effect [51].
Although most of the SLI loci reported in our study differ
from those previously reported, our data provided con-
firmatory evidence for several previous linkage loci. We
provide additional support for the role of genetic factors in
familial SLI and point to new loci at which causative SLI
genes may reside.
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